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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Over the past year, the professional world’s approach to compliance 
training has found itself front and center in learning and development 
circles. Reports of workplace harassment and misconduct skyrocketed, 
leaving those of us in the field of professional development taking a 
close look at where compliance training was failing. There is no doubt 
that the companies implicated in these harassment allegations had 
policies and training designed to address workplace misconduct, but 
the pervasive amount of harassment in the news today points toward 
the harsh truth that the common approach to compliance training has 
failed many victims. 

As we began to look at the problem1, it became clear that effective 
compliance training is a delicate process, and its success depends 
on several different factors. Most prominent among those factors is 
the workplace culture itself—cultures that hold executives or high-
performing employees at a different standard than everyone else 
turn out to be the ones that are most often implicated in harassment 
allegations. 

Companies already need to dedicate a vast amount of thought to 
planning and executing a compliance program that does what it 
promises, but nothing of lasting importance can be accomplished if a 
culture is built on a foundation of favoritism, managerial immunity, and 
looking the other way.

This eBook is designed to address today’s concerns about 
contemporary compliance training by focusing on the following:

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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EVALUATING 
COMPANY CULTURE

Taking the pulse of your 
professional culture is key to 
this process. We’ve got some 
ideas about how you can do 
this, as well as what you can 
do if your company culture 
could use a little work.

TRAINING 
METHODOLOGY

Creating a professional 
development program is a 
complex process, especially 
when it involves policies 
in place to keep people 
physically and emotionally 
safe. Our experience in 
creating compliance training 
has given us a wide range of 
tools and strategies that we’d 
like to share.

WHEN TO 
COLLABORATE

After reading this eBook, you 
may find that everything you 
need to create spectacular 
compliance training for your 
employees is well within your 
grasp. If you’d like a little bit 
of assistance, however, we 
have some tips about when 
to look for outside help and 
what you should look for in a 
training vendor.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Creating a Compliance Culture |  E V A L U A T I O N

C R E A T I N G  A  C O M P L I A N C E 
C U LT U R E

0 1

While compliance training 
can prepare your employees 
for on-the-job experience, 
and decrease the likelihood 
of accidents, it can do more 
than simply communicate 
proper safety procedures 
and mandated checklists. 
Consider looking at 
compliance more holistically. 
It has greater reach and 
influence on the employees 
within your organization than 
you may realize. 

Compliance training is a 
great, unique opportunity 
to tell the story of your 
organization. It’s a way 
to show your employees 
how you’ll handle difficult 
situations and how you 
interact with accountability.                          

It can widely communicate 
your organization’s genuine 
values and, as a result, 
influence, or even define your 
company’s culture.

Culture matters. Culture 
influences productivity2, 
creativity3, and profitability4 
within an organization. 
Culture can influence whether 
your employees remain 
engaged on the job, and can 
influence their loyalty to your 
organization.

Based on your current 
compliance training, what 
could your employees 
believe about your culture 
and company values? If your 
training heavily emphasizes 
safety procedures for hours, 

and then breezes over anti-
harassment, an employee 
may believe your company 
values physical safety more 
than personal safety. This 
could lead them to feel 
unsafe, or unsure of what to 
do if harassment happens.

"CULTURE 

INFLUENCES 

PRODUCTIVITY, 

CREATIVITY, AND 

PROFITABILITY 

WITHIN AN 

ORGANIZATION."

EVALUATION

https://www.allencomm.com
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If your training briefly 
discusses consequences for 
certain ethical indiscretions, 
and accountability isn’t 
discussed again or enforced 
after the training, this can 
communicate that employees 
or leaders aren’t genuinely 
responsible for their actions. 

Providing top-notch 
compliance training for 
your employees is your 
opportunity to control the 
message of what behaviors 
will be expected and what 
consequences will be 
enforced in your workplace. 
It’s an effective strategy for 
communicating, building, or 
even changing your company 
culture into a culture you 
want.

There are three main building 
blocks for creating a healthy 
compliance culture:

When an employee approaches your course, there’s a 

good chance that they’re bringing their own personal 

bias toward compliance training along with them. If 

this bias is the result of a negative experience with 

a previous employer, then they will most likely see 

compliance training as nothing more than a way for 

the organization to protect its bottom line by avoiding 

expensive lawsuits.

A compliance culture changes this narrative to be 

more employee-focused instead of company-focused. 

Compliance training should affirm their value to your 

organization. Before launching into any sequence steps 

your employee should follow policies on appropriate 

workplace interactions, they should be reminded that 

the process is to help them and/or keep them safe on 

the job. Freedom to communicate issues or problems is 

a matter of workplace safety just as much as guidelines 

to prevent physical injury.

0 1 .  C O M M U N I C A T I O N

Humans, by nature, like a certain amount of 

predictability5. There’s a level of comfort in established 

patterns like “If I do x, then y will happen.” While most 

won’t admit it, rules and subsequent enforcement of 

those rules provides comfort to employees. In terms 

of procedural predictability, employees are comforted 

knowing how each step in a process can positively 

impact the outcome. 

A compliance culture is predicable. If a policy is 

discussed in training, it will be enforced. Even 

if a leader is responsible for an infraction, the 

consequences will follow—every time, without fail. This 

creates an environment of trust and comfort.

0 2 .  P R E D I C T A B I L I T Y
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This holistic approach to 
compliance training provides 
an opportunity for your 
organization to create or 
continue the compliance 
culture that reflects your 
values.

A training course shouldn’t be the end-all be-all to 

the compliance process. Chances are employees 

won’t remember all the details of each procedure, and 

policies will be updated and will change over time. 

A compliance culture provides a user-friendly way for 

employees to access the information they’ve learned 

in the training. This information can be documents or 

quick reference cards containing helpful information.  

Secondly, employees should have access to support 

from an actual person if they need it. This can be 

communicated in the training, and contact information 

should be included within the course.

0 3 .  S U P P O R T
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Successful Compliance Training |  E V A L U A T I O N

S U C C E S S F U L 
C O M P L I A N C E  T R A I N I N G

Even if your company culture is conducive to implementing compliance training, the 
process can feel like trying to hit a moving target. With a little planning, however, it’s 
possible to roll out compliance training that both fits within your company culture and 
engages your employees with its content. There are several things to consider during these 
planning stages, but the majority of them fall within the following categories:

Much of compliance training is mandated—people in certain jobs 
need safety training related to their jobs; most employees need to 
know about HR issues such as preventing discrimination or sexual 
harassment; and ethics training is especially important in certain 
positions. Once you’ve got your mandatory bases covered, think about 
creative ways to expand compliance training. After all, ethics or HR 
training isn’t just for managers, and safety training isn’t just for people 
who work with machinery.

WHO NEEDS TO 

KNOW ABOUT 

COMPLIANCE?

https://www.allencomm.com
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Once again, regulations determine a lot of the content of compliance 
training. However, be sure to prioritize learning on the most important 
takeaways instead of trying to cover every possible situation with a 
deluge of information that can drown your learners.

WHAT 

SHOULD BE IN 

COMPLIANCE 

TRAINING?

Since compliance training usually happens during onboarding, 
employees are presented with a lot of information so it’s easy for 

WHEN DO 

EMPLOYEES 

NEED TO 

KNOW ABOUT 

COMPLIANCE?

https://www.allencomm.com
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compliance training to get lost in the shuffle. Instead of trying to teach 
new hires everything they need to know about compliance, focus on 
awareness. They should know the key issues of compliance, and where 
they can go for more information when they need it.

It’s also beneficial to make compliance training a continuous process, 
rather than a one-off. Consider creating short, entertaining compliance 
modules—either online or instructor-led—that you can give periodically 
as refreshers.

When you create a compliance training program—whether you build 
the whole thing from scratch or use off-the-shelf products as an integral 
part of your training—build in job-specific scenarios, role plays6, and 
assessments. Make the training as specific as possible. Follow up later 
with refreshers and retraining. If possible, do the training on the job, 
rather than in the training room.

WHERE WILL 

EMPLOYEES 

APPLY WHAT 

THEY LEARN IN 

COMPLIANCE 

TRAINING?

https://www.allencomm.com
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M E T H O D O L O G Y

0 2

A fully comprehensive compliance training strategy can have many elements. Depending 
on the complexity of the business and its regulatory environment, it might have quite a few 
more than these four. But at a basic level, the timeless principles of clear goal setting, good 
communication, focused design, and verification are the four corners of a solid foundation.

METHODOLOGY

WELL-DEFINED   
GOALS

GOOD 
COMMUNICATION

What behavior do you want to change? The 
ultimate goal of compliance training7 is full 
adherence to all regulations that apply to the 
business; but to get there, employee behavior 
must change. So, all smaller goals that 
support the big one must be defined.

Without a clear view of the ultimate goal, 
compliance training can feel like trying to walk 
through a large field and getting lost deep 
in the weeds. The little details are important, 
but if employees are only concerned with 
memorizing them, they risk losing motivation 
and may consider the training a painful 
experience.

https://www.allencomm.com
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Best Practices: Interactive Video |  M E T H O D O L O G Y

FOCUSED 
INSTRUCTIONAL 
DESIGN

MONITORING             
TO VERIFY       
RESULTS

When training is customized for each person 
and their specific responsibilities, critical 
information is emphasized, and understanding 
is verified, while "good-to-know" content 
only plays a supporting role. Partnering with 
a designer experienced at custom content 
development8 is an effective way to do this.

Any business expense must be measured 
against its effect on the bottom line. In the 
case of compliance training, that means 
adherence to the regulations must be verified. 
A proactive monitoring program should 
include procedures that verify the training 
was properly absorbed. For example, tracking 
the number of worker’s compensation claims 
before and after compliance training would 
verify employees are following the procedures 
they were trained on.

B E S T  P R A C T I C S : 
I N T E R A C T I V E  V I D E O

One of the best approaches to compliance training is to immerse the learner in an 
environment where good habits become second nature. When the regulatory environment 
changes (or compliance is already weak) and consequences of failure are high, immersive 

https://www.allencomm.com
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compliance training is required. Simply reading a manual or sitting through a PowerPoint 
session won't do the job, and standard off-the-shelf solutions tend to fall short as well.

Immersive training creates a world where learners can acquire knowledge, pick up good 
habits, and develop skills to do the right thing even in novel situations. Immersive training 
environments tend to do the following:

When failure is not an option, employees must comply with regulations perfectly and must 
anticipate risky, potentially non-compliant situations. Compliance training that incorporates 
interactive video, immersive scenarios, tough decision points, and a strong personal 
connection to the subject matter is, by far, the best tool to achieve these goals.

Teach the learners about the dangers inherent in critical situations to underscore 
the importance of the subject matter. For example, in a public works training9 
module, a welcome video showing the intense situations workers face in a crisis 
situation establishes the critical nature of knowing how to quickly respond and 
interact effectively with first responders. This gives learners a vivid picture of what’s 
at stake and helps them relate to the subject matter on a personal level.

Speak the learner’s language by working closely with subject matter experts to 
strike the right tone. A malpractice avoidance training incorporates scenarios 
and questions that have been painstakingly crafted to speak directly to highly 
accomplished experts.

Use a multi-media approach that includes audio, video, real-life case studies, 
complex scenarios, and challenging decision points to boost retention and give 
learners a complete, three-dimensional view of their environment.

https://www.allencomm.com
https://www.allencomm.com/portfolio/pacific-gas-and-electric-compliance-training/
https://www.allencomm.com/portfolio/physicians-reciprocal-insurers-compliance-training/
https://www.allencomm.com/portfolio/pacific-gas-and-electric-compliance-training/
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B E S T  P R A C T I C E S : 
G A M I F I C A T I O N

Although gamifying 
compliance may sound anti-
intuitive, there can be real 
benefits. Employees who 
take gamified compliance 
training have the potential 
to become more engaged 
with the material, apply their 
knowledge in a realistic 
context, and gain greater 
empathy. Let’s take a closer 
look at giving games a bigger 
role in compliance training

The unfortunate reality of 
workplace harassment is 
that some perpetrators 
don’t even realize that what 
they’re doing is harassment10. 

They’re not the only ones in 
the dark—victims often don’t 
know they were sexually 
harassed11, either. Since real 
life is rarely cut-and-dry, other 
compliance issues are also 
difficult to recognize. Whether 
something is an ethics or 
OSHA violation may be 
unclear, too. Although these 
issues may not be recognized, 
they affect the company 
culture and morale, which 
can directly impact employee 
retention. 

Unfortunately, traditional 
compliance training does 
nothing to solve this issue. 

Stifling courses full of legalese 
only serve to confuse 
employees and muddy their 
understanding of the subject, 
and any rote scenarios 
tacked to the end of the legal 
dump don’t address the true 
nuance and complexity of 
the situation. It’s more helpful 
to immerse those taking 
the training in a gamified 
scenario, which allows for the 
more complicated situations12 

that are true to life.

It’s a toss-up as to whether 
the true-to-life capabilities of 
gamification can make people 
more empathetic. Some 
researchers say yea13. Some 
say nay14. But even though 
games that allow users to 
embody someone from a 
different walk of life may not 

"EMOTIONS LIKE 

EMPATHY HIT HOME 

WHERE DRY LEGAL 

LOGIC CAN’T."

https://www.allencomm.com
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guarantee an increase in 
empathy, they still have the 
potential to do so. Like books 
and movies, games allow 
participants to get into the 
heads of those who aren’t like 
them.

Emotions like empathy hit 
home where dry legal logic 
can’t. Someone who was 
previously unmoved by a 
legal course but who feels 
empathy through a game is 
less likely to be unethical, 
skirt OSHA requirements, or 
submit others to inappropriate 
comments once they see how 
those violations negatively 
impact a person whose 
viewpoint they’ve adopted.

https://www.allencomm.com
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C O L L A B O R A T I O N

0 3

If the decision has been made 
to revamp or enhance your 
compliance training, finding a 
reliable development partner 
is incredibly important, and 
perhaps a little daunting. With 
the sheer volume of vendors 
just a Google search away, 
it’s easy to be overwhelmed. 
How can you know which 
L&D partner is the best fit 
for your training project?                  

COLLABORATION

F O C U S  O N  Y O U R  E M P L O Y E E S .

When collaborating with an outside team to create your training, it’s important that they 
have an accurate picture of your learners. The team needs to quickly understand how your 
employees’ day-to-day responsibilities are influenced by compliance training. They also 
need to provide effective ways to engage your learners throughout the training.

The AllenComm collaboration process involves several steps to ensure that we have an 
accurate picture of the needs of the individual learners. We specialize in improving learner’s 
performance through training programs that focus on adjusting the learner’s behavior.  We 
create effective, engaging compliance training through a variety of training modalities. We 
believe there is so much room for compliance training to grow, and so many ways to create 
a solution that meets the standards you need without boring your employees to tears.

Will they understand the 
needs of your employees and 
your company? Will they be 
able to provide a solution that 
is flexible and scalable?

The process of creating 
training solutions should be a 
genuine partnership between 
your company and any 
outside L&D team. You’ll be 
trusting them with sensitive 

company information, and 
they, in turn, should capture 
your company’s culture 
and values in each training 
module. 

When looking for that 
collaborative L&D team, 
focus on what will make your 
compliance training succeed.

https://www.allencomm.com
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C O L L A B O R A T I O N

F O C U S  O N  Y O U R  C O M PA N Y ’ S  N E E D S .

A good partner will help you create training that adequately outlines the rules and 
standards15 that will keep your company safe while simultaneously communicating your 
company’s values and culture. A collaborative L&D team will ask you:

At AllenComm we provide needs analyses and project development process structure to 
transform the content we have gathered or been given for a design that accelerates user 
performance. In the case of corporate compliance training, we give special focus to any 
regulatory standards that must be met, and enable learners to understand them and act 
accordingly.

WHAT GOALS DOES THE 

ORGANIZATION WISH TO 

ACCOMPLISH THROUGH 

THIS TRAINING?

WHAT TIMEFRAME WILL THE 

CORPORATE COMPLIANCE 

TRAINING PROJECT HAVE? 

WHEN IS THE DEADLINE 

FOR LAUNCH?

WHAT COMPONENTS WILL 

BE DEVELOPED? WEB-BASED 

TRAINING? INSTRUCTOR-LED 

TRAINING? PERFORMANCE 

SUPPORT JOB AIDS? 

A COMBINATION?

WHAT AREAS OF THE 

PROJECT COULD BE 

PERFORMED IN-HOUSE?

WHAT REQUIREMENTS, IF 

ANY, ARE NECESSARY TO 

BE INCLUDED IN ORDER TO 

COMPLY WITH REGULATION?

WHAT TOOLS AND 

TECHNOLOGIES SHOULD BE 

USED? IS THERE ROOM IN 

THE BUDGET TO INVEST IN 

INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES?

https://www.allencomm.com
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C O L L A B O R A T I O N

F O C U S  O N  T H E  S C A L E  O F  T H E  S O L U T I O N .

As you examine your potential partners for your corporate compliance training, look 
carefully at their process. A collaborative L&D team will consider flexibility when designing 
your solution. If their process is built on a solid foundation but allows for flexibility on top of 
its structure, your partnership is less likely to end in a clash over process styles. Likewise, 
keep an eye out for a vendor’s ability to scale to your needs16. You’ll want to find a vendor 
that has the capability built into their services to scale for your audience size as it grows 
and changes.

One benefit of working with 
AllenComm in these cases is that 
the size of our project teams can 
easily scale with the solution that 
needs to be built. Some projects, 
with bigger audience or faster 
timelines, may require more 
team members and more roles 
to be taken on in order to create 
the best corporate compliance 
training solution possible. Some 
clients may have the capacity 
to take on certain project roles 
in-house, and therefore require a 
smaller team to partner with. Our 
flexibility allows us to match the 
scale of a given solution with the 
appropriate level of brain power.

https://www.allencomm.com
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C O N C L U S I O N

C O N C L U S I O N

The heart and soul of compliance training are comprised of a desire 
to create a safe and happy workplace. It’s true that a professional 
environment in which employees feel like their safety and well-being 
are a priority to the management often yields higher productivity17 and 
decreased turnover, an element that impacts both company morale and 
bottom line. Employers that take the time to evaluate their company 
culture and develop compliance training that best suits the needs of 
their employees is a company that genuinely cares about its people.

"THE HEART AND SOUL OF 

COMPLIANCE TRAINING ARE 

COMPRISED OF A DESIRE TO 

CREATE A SAFE AND HAPPY 

WORKPLACE."

https://www.allencomm.com
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